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 SAN FRANCISCO -
Environmentalists went to court
Thursday for the second time in
three years to try to force the federal
government to comply with a law
that could put thousands of
alternative fuel vehicles on the
roads.
    In addition to boosting purchases
of the federal government’s own
vehicles, the Center for Biological
Diversity and the Bluewater
Network hope for rule changes that
could force private and municipal
fleets to increase the numbers of
natural gas, electric and other
alternative-fuel cars and trucks they
own.
   The new lawsuit is similar to a
case the same organizations filed in
2002. Both actions were filed in
U.S. District Court in San
Francisco.
   Judge William Alsup ruled in the
first case that the government had
violated the 1992 law. He declined
to order agencies to increase their
purchases of alternative vehicles.
But he did order the government
agencies to file reports on their
progress, and to develop rules that
might have required private and
municipal fleets to purchase more
alternative-fuel vehicles.

   Many of the federal entities have
stopped making the reports, the
lawsuit contended. It targeted 14
separate agencies and departments.
Center for Biological Diversity v.
U.S. Department of Energy, 05-
01526.
   Officials and attorneys for the
plaintiff organizations said they
believed their chances of getting
stronger court action this time
around are better. They cited high
gasoline prices, a renewed push by
the Bush administration to drill for
oil in the Arctic National Wildlife
Refuge and a court’s potential
dismay at the progress made by the
government in meeting the law’s
goals.
    “Maybe it’s time for a court to
get more deeply involved in the
issue,” said one of the plaintiffs’
attorneys, Jay Tutchton. He is
director of the environmental law
clinic at the University of Denver
College of Law.
   The 1992 Energy Policy Act,
enacted in the aftermath of the first
Gulf War, required federal agencies
to make alternative vehicles 75
percent of their annual purchases of
cars and light trucks in major
metropolitan areas. The law also
set a goal of replacing 30 percent
of all the oil used for transportation
in the United States with alternative
fuels by 2010, the groups bringing

the lawsuit said.
   Full compliance with that latter
goal would reduce the country’s
fuel consumption by four times what
is expected to be produced by the
ANWR reserves, the plaintiffs
estimated.
   They contended that the law
required the Department of Energy
either to expand the program to
private and municipal fleets to meet
the 30 percent goal, or to set a more
realistic target. However, they said,
the DOE did neither, determining
instead that even if the program
were expanded beyond the federal
government, the 30 percent target
could not be met.
   Tutchton said alternative fuels
currently account for only about 1
percent of total consumption. He
said the plaintiffs want the
government to set a more realistic
objective that would also
encompass commercial and
municipal fleets.
   “They should set an enforceable
goal,” said Danielle Fugere,
Bluewater Network’s legal director.
   Tutchton said compliance with the
law could result in tens of thousands
of new alternative fuel vehicles being
purchased.
   Some government agencies,
including the Justice Department
and the Environmental Protection
Agency, had actually complied with



the purchasing requirements, he
added. However, others have
either not met their targets or have
not issued reports.
    An energy department official
said the agency was reviewing the
lawsuit and had no further
comment.


